Engineered
Thermal Maintenance Solutions

Western Asphalt Products
Keeps Asphalt Flowing with
ControTrace & ControHeat
CSI has engineered and built mile-long heated
piping systems for two new asphalt emulsion
terminals. CSI’s thermal-maintenance solutions maintain the specified process temperature in piping, valves, and components.
Client Challenge
When Western Asphalt Products set out to build its first asphalt emulsion
terminal in Brandon, Manitoba, the company faced two related challenges:
1.

A shortage of qualified pressure welders and other specialized
laborers needed to build the piping system to specification and
within provincial regulations

2.

An aggressive schedule to get the terminal up and running quickly and within budget

To overcome these challenges, Western Asphalt sought the advice of engineering colleagues in Western Canada. The engineering community recommended Controls Southeast, Inc. (CSI), based on CSI’s proven track
record of designing and building heated piping systems for a variety of
process applications, including asphalt plants throughout North America.

CSI Solution
CSI designed and built an optimized heated piping system, engineered to maintain asphalt emulsion temperature at 300°F-330°F
throughout the piping, valves,
instrumentation, and other piping
components. On all the heated
lines, CSI pre-installed its ControTrace® heat tracing elements.
This meant that when the spools
arrived at the site (as shown be-
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CSI’s thermal-maintenance solution at Western
Asphalt Products’ terminal in Brandon, MB

Solution Overview
Client Profile
Serving Western Canada, Western Asphalt
Products manufactures a variety of asphalt
emulsions, cutbacks, and other liquid
asphalt products, which it distributes from
terminals in Bruderheim, Alberta and
Brandon, Manitoba.
Business Objective
To design, build, and operate asphalt
terminals with thermal-maintenance technology that efficiently maintains bulk process temperature at 300°F - 330°F
Solution
Advantages of CSI Thermal-Maintenance
Solution:
 Shop-fabricated process piping
 Shop-installed heat tracing
 Lower total installed cost
 Easy, bolt-up field installation
 Documentation provided to comply
with strict regulatory requirements
CSI Products & Services:
 ControTrace® heat tracing, preinstalled on process piping
 ControHeat® jacketing for valves &
instruments
 Heating media circuit design, flow
balancing, and system optimization
 Process piping (non-heated)
 ControCover fitted insulation

CSI Solution (cont.)
low), they could be bolted in place by Western Asphalt personnel, rather
than field-welded and installed by contractors. Western Asphalt president

Dean Arnill said CSI was the clear choice because “they have qualified
personnel to shop-weld the process pipe and pre-install the ControTrace®
heating system. That was a tremendous benefit to Western Asphalt. Being able to use our own labor force and simply bolt the system together
enabled us to get up and running faster.” CSI also designed and built all
the non-heated process piping for bolt-up installation. CSI’s thermalmaintenance solution helped Western Asphalt overcome the labor issue
and shortened the project timeline, resulting in significant cost savings.
According to Mr. Arnill, another advantage was CSI’s system design and
engineering expertise. “CSI has a great understanding of what works and
what doesn’t work when it comes to maintaining process temperature,” he
said. In designing Western Asphalt’s thermal-maintenance solution, CSI
flow-balanced the system, and optimized the heating-medium circuits and
the distance between expansion loops to ensure peak performance.
Another critical component in Western Asphalt’s heated piping system
was CSI’s ControHeat® jackets,
which heat the valves and instruments throughout the plant.
“The aluminum ControHeat®
jackets fit every valve and component perfectly,” Mr. Arnill
said.
After opening the Brandon, MB
facility, Western Asphalt Products added another terminal in
Bruderheim, AB, and CSI provided the heated piping system
and process piping there as well.
Western Asphalt is planning to
build additional terminals and
intends to engage CSI again. “I can’t imagine doing it with any other
company,” Mr. Arnill said. “CSI provides a complete package system at a
competitive price; everything fits when it arrives, and the system maintains process temperature in all lines according to specification.”

“The piping system arrived
already inspected...and CSI provided documentation to satisfy
all provincial regulations.”

“The aluminum ControHeat®
jackets fit every valve and component perfectly.”
Dean Arnill, President
Western Asphalt Products
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